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Chapter 01
1.1 Introduction
In this Era of 21st century the whole system is built on communication. We can
witness each and every incident of today’s world by the blessing of this mass media. A life
without media is impossible to think now a days. Television is considered as one of the
greatest mass media communication because it is a visual communication system where we
can hear sounds with the moving images. Today’s world is shaped by the mass media. Media
is such kind of platform, where we can get chance to communicate with the outside world.
There are many kinds of media in today’s world, such as Television, Radio, News channel,
YouTube channel, Facebook, Messenger, WhatsApp and so on. To communicate with our
own and other region media is one of the easiest platforms. Among different kinds of media,
Television is the most important source which provide us with vital and significant
information, usually there are various types of communicative platform in today’s world
through which we can depend on to get more reliable information about every significant
incident around the world. Radio, Print Media, Cable Television are considered as regular
broadcast media. Facebook, Messenger, WhatsApp falls under Telecommunication sector.
So, telecommunication is also another blessing for us and also it is one of the renowned and
trustworthy platforms. By the blessing of media, internet and satellite services we can know
about every segment of life all over the world.
There are many kinds of news such as news bulletin, breaking news, just in, etc.
Breaking news should be short, specific and clear about every incident. Because after
publishing the breaking news, the basic information about that news must be published as
soon as possible. Breaking News must be contained to 3-7 words. In this Era of 21st century
the whole system is built on communication. We can witness each and every incident of
today’s world by the blessing of this mass media. A life without media is impossible to think
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now a days. Television is considered as one of the greatest mass media communication
because it is a visual communication system where we can hear sounds with the moving
images.
1.2: Brief History of TV Channels in Bangladesh
TV channel plays a very significant role in people’s opinion. Bangladesh Television
(BTV) is the first television network in Bangladesh. BTV was known as Pakistan Television
(PTV). After the independence in 1971 it was renamed as Bangladesh Television. So, this is
how it becomes a government channel in our country. The government of Bangladesh gave
permission to allow satellite TV channels in the private sector in 1990’s. The first private
satellite TV channel is ATN Bangla, this channel was set up in 1997. After that, Channel I
and ETV (Ekushey Television) were set up in the same time. For some unfortunate reason
ETV was banned during the government of opposition party in 2001. Since then, to now there
are total 23 satellite private channel in our country.
1.3: History of Independent News Channel: At present, there are total 23 satellite private
news channel. Among them there is only 5 or 6 TV channels which are 24 hours news
channel. Independent News is one of a private satellite 24 hours television news channel in
Bangladesh. It is mainly a Bengali language news channel but it has English News
Department too. This news channel was established on 21 September 2016. Independent
Television is the largest news broadcaster in Bangladesh having it’s headquartered in the
capital Dhaka, Tejgaon residential area. There are more than 1000 employees here. Apart
from hourly news, Independent Television also broadcast Business news, Investigation news,
technology, politics, sports and Entertainment. The downlink frequency of Independent News
channel is 4545 MHz. Many TV channels have a tendency to broadcast 24/7 news,
independent news is one of them. The satellite has a huge coverage area across the
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Chapter2
Organizations Profile

Figure 1: Logo of the organization
2.1 News Channels in Bangladesh:
 ATN News; ATN News is a leading 24-hour news TV channel in Bangladesh.
 ETV which is known as Ekushey Television. Ekushey television is the first private
television channel in Bangladesh.

 Shomoy TV

 Channel I
 Bangla Vision

 Independent TV
 Jamuna TV

 Channel24
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2.2 Scope and Objective: During my undergraduate life I concentrated my major on media
studies and culture. I always wanted to work with a telecommunicate media like television.
My previous experiences at class assignment have always encouraged me to learn and
discover about new news. This internship helped me to gain so much knowledge. I always
wanted to gather practical knowledge from my host organization. I had always a dream to
work with different types of people. I am very lucky because Independent Television has
fulfilled my dreams. I will be looking forward for getting a job here
In order to complete my bachelor’s degree at English media and culture, I had to do
my internship in any sector of media. So, I choose to do my internship at Independent
Television. My major courses that I completed during my graduation helped me a lot to finish
my internship properly. So, I have to mention those courses (ENG465), Globalization and
Media (ENG333), Research Methodology (ENG301), Editing (ENG401), Copywriting
(ENG404) and English for Print Media (ENG440). I also learned many new things that is
necessary to work as a journalist. I gave my best effort in that internship period and gathered
sufficient knowledge and experience. Above all, I got to know more about my ability and
developed my skills accordingly. Gradually with my work, I was able to impressed all of my
colleagues and they even offered me a job. Now I am thinking about joining there after the
completion of my undergraduate program. Most of the organization look for candidates with
previous experience. If they’re are bi-lingual and can write both English and Bengali content,
it will be an added advantage. Young people, especially who are graduate form universities
want to work into these TV Channel. Also, some TV channels have scope to do internship in
this sector. I myself, feel lucky to do my internship in the Television News Channel Sector
like Independent.
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•

Using my academic skills in a professional environment;

•

Improving my writing skill and typing skill.

•

Improving my communication skill.

•

Understanding of the working environment.

•

Learning of making the news.

•

Increasing communication with some media person of other organization;

•

Working with new challenges and challenging environment
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Chapter 3
Organization’s Details

Table 1: An organogram of the employees of Independent Television
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3.1 Structure of Independent News Department:
There are many desks in the news department of Independent Television. Each of the desk
works separately also each of them has different news in charge and different outcome. The
category of news varies from section to section. All the names of the section are given
below. This section usually known as desks. For instance, national desk, an international
desk. Around five to seven people works on each desk and they are mostly junior and senior
newsroom editors.
i.

National Desk:

ii.

International Desk

iii.

Business and Economic Desk

iv.

Sports Desk

v.

Panel

vi.

Graphics

vii.

Production and control room

3.2: Working Environment
In my office each and every person was very much friendly and supportive. I worked at
international desk and all of my colleagues and co intern helped me with every possible way
they could. My supervisor Mrs. “Nusrat Zerin Nandia’’ helped me all the time. And the other
members of my department were also very co-operative. My working desk was beside my
supervisor desk. So, I was kept under her observation all the time. I think this organization
helped me a lot build my professional skill. All the employees are very helpful, organized,
skilled, and punctual for the duties and timing. During pandemic they also helped over the
phone and social media.
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3.3 Task as an Intern
I have worked at Independent News Channel. There I was given an opportunity to work with
some new people and environment. I was always interested to work as a sub editor and
translator in any section. As an intern, I had so much opportunities in different sector like,
field reporting, desk reporting, report writing, press release, page making, transcript any
audio files and many more. Among all of the given task I choose to continue my internship as
a sub editor and translator. I had many tasks, which are given below.
1. Discussing with my supervisor about my work also with my co intern and colleagues
about everyday work as well as the work for the next few next days.
2.

Researching different international news and websites for collecting information.

3.

Headline making.

4.

Package making.

5.

News writing for on air broadcasting.

6.

Editing news and headlines.

7.

Translating news from English to Bangla.

3.4 Project Details
Number of packages Completed 10
Number of packages Published 8
Number of Package not Published 2
•

During my internship, I came across the difference between professional life and

professional life.
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•

My communication skills have been improved.

•

I have found out some proper ways of taking interview.

•

I have learned how to translate a news from English to Bengali. (Not word to word

translation rather I have applied sense to sense sentence making here)
Here Eng-456 (Translation Studies) has helped me a lot to prepare all of my packages by
maintaining the actual meaning of each sentence while translating the news from English to
Bengali.
• I have learned how to communicate with the people in official environment also I have
acknowledged that mixing profession life and personal life is never a good choice at all. Last
but not least I have learned the value of time and utilizing it.
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Chapter 04
News Related Technical Terminologies
In vision: In vision means the state that we able to see. When the news presenter reads the
news and camera does not show anything else except the presenter that part is In Vision. In
Vision
OOV: Out of Vision (OOV): It is that part where the news presenter remains out of vision
and reads the news. During this time, footage goes on air while the presenter reads the news.
It usually takes 30 second- 40 second.
Sound Bite (SOT):
SOT is the voice of any person who gives the statement about the justification of the news.
SOT is given by the third person apart from the reporter and news presenter. The person who
gives SOT plays the role of newsmaker. Here, the presenter remains out the camera or out of
the vision and remains silent. Since s/he does not have to do anything and the voice of
newsmaker or any other person goes on screen which is basically known as audio visual
format. There can be multiple SOT which depends of the news.
Package: Package is basically the whole news including reporting. Before writing a package,
I had to collect the news from AP news port or Al Jazeera, or CNN then I to collect footage
from Ap news portal then I had to made that report.
Vox pop: Vox pop is a Short video or Short Speech taken from interviews or the witness
from public member
Run Down: Run Down visualize the news with all its sequences in the right order.
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Chapter 05: Independent News Schedule:
Here is the list of all the news schedule of Independent Television
⮚ 7am: Shokaler Shongbad
⮚ 8am: News Update
⮚ 9am: Birotihin ghonta
⮚ 12pm: News Update
⮚ 1.30pm: Dupurer Shongbad
⮚ 3pm: International news
⮚ 5pm: Business news
⮚ 6pm: English News
⮚ 7pm: Shondhar Bangla
⮚ 8 pm: Editors pick
9pm- Talash
⮚ 10pm: News Hour
⮚11pm: Sports News
5.1: People behind the News: Apart from news presenter or reporter there is a lot of
contribution of other people for making the news who usually stay behind the camera. Head
of News, Newsroom Editor, Staff reporter, Panel, Producer, Presenter. We might think
making news is very easy and news presenter just read out all the news but all it takes to
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make a news ready is everyone’s combined hard work. The Head of News always move here
and there inside the news room and command everyone to complete their due task on due
time. He is the one who approves all the news, packages, and everything about news
broadcasting. Then, two most senior news editors finalize the news by editing it. They
carefully check every news. Then they pass the script to the sub editor, sub editor corrects the
mistake if there is any. Then Head of the desk in charge check the script and sometimes she
/he gives the voice for SOT if needed. After giving the SOT the graphics room and panel
room edit the video clips, Sots, picture and made the whole news ready for screening. After
this process the script is all ready for broadcasting, now at this stage the script is given to the
news presenter. Then she reads the news.
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Chapter 6: Connecting Academic Theories with Work Experience:
I want to mention “Panopticon theory from Eng- 331 Culture studies. Social media exposes
us to a kind of virtual Panopticon. Panopticon means power of technology. Now a days
technology is grabbing the whole word through its power. During my internship, I worked
under the observation of my supervisor- “Nusrat Zerin Nandita” who helped me a lot and
taught me everything. She is the desk in charge of international news. There were five other
colleagues guided by her. So, everyone in our desk was monitored by her throughout the
office time. Without her support it was impossible to work there. Not only a person has been
monitored to us, but we are also monitored by Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) cameras,
this closed-circuit television was used to monitor the whole administrations as well as the
news organizations. This whole observational thing can relate to a theory which I have been
learned in ENG 331: A Cultural Studies Reader course and the theory is ‘Panopticon.’
Panopticon is an architectural work which is designed by English philosopher Jeremy
Bentham. This panopticon is a concept of jail-like structured to observe the general people.
Michel Foucault displayed his parameter that each organization needs to fill in a panopticon
where we have been observed by someone. Foucault in his book Discipline and Punish - The
Birth of the Prison stated that "The Panopticon is a radiant machine which, whatever
utilization one may wish to put it to, produces homogeneous impacts of intensity" (202). This
panopticon has the power to monitor every little or significant thing. So, I was observed by
my supervisor, colleagues, administrations, senior officers and we all were observed by this
CCTV.
From Translation studies course I have come to know that translating is such a process where
we can translate a word, a sentence or a text from one language into another language. To my
case I must say translating a sentence from one language to other language by maintaining
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and keeping the original meaning of it is really a very challenging task for me. While doing
translation, we have to keep in mind that a good translation requires good knowledge of the
language, then again good vocabulary is needed over different language lastly a good
translator must have a practice of good writing skill of a specific subject. The translation is
such a purpose where we can carry the original message and can communicate one to another
with different languages without changing real the real meaning of it
During my undergraduate life while doing this major course, I have come to know
there are many kinds and varieties types of translation. For Example, there are word to word
translation. Word to word translation is not always good idea because sometimes it doesn’t
sound good at all. It keeps the same words which sounds odds. Then come sense for sense
translation. metaphrase, paraphrase, imitation, borrowing, calque, transposition, modulation
etc. But while working on the translation I just need to focus only two things, ‘word for
word’ and ‘sense for sense’. For ENG 465: Translation Studies, our faculty allocates a book
Introducing Translation Studies by Jeremy Munday wrote that “The main focus is the central
recurring theme of ‘word for word’ and ‘sense for sense’ translation”. Here ‘word for word’
translation means ‘literal’ and ‘sense for sense’ means ‘free’. ‘Word for word’ translation is
known as “Literal Translation”.
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Chapter 07: Challenges to work during pandemic:
It is very uncertain that we are passing a very hard time. When I started my journey at
Independent Television, I had to go there for 5 days in a week sometimes 6 days. They
provide me with free breakfast, lunch and dinner. But because of COVID situation it was a
bit challenging for me to go everyday outside my home and maintaining my office.
Moreover, staying outside for 8-9 hours long in this situation was not an easy task for me. On
top of that I was left with one of my academic courses. So, everything was not in a smooth
and favorable condition for me. But I had to do my internship as it is mandatory and there
was no scope for remote work. But I have learnt that how to be more compassionate and
determined and staying positive with every situation. Beside it was absolute a new experience
for me for a life time. I used to wear mask all the time and sanitized my hands time to time as
long as I worked there. And I tried my best to maintain all the rules and regulation of
maintain my hygiene by staying safe and at the same time by maintain all my official’s
environment and rules on my mind
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Chapter 08: Conclusion
Life is not a bed of roses we all have to have pass our hardship at a certain time. Being a
human the hardest things we do is to deal with our emotions and we can’t ignore this fact. I
feel proud that I am a student of English Media and culture, where I always get a chance to
speak up loudly and write what I always wanted to say. I got a chance to expose my inner
feelings by giving many presentations, paper work or project work. I have learned a lot from
my university BRACU. My department gave me and taught me a lot which I implement in
my internship. During my whole journey of internship life as well as BRACU life I
sometimes feels like I am tired and I will not complete my journey, But Thanks to Almighty
Allah that I didn’t give up and I tried my level best to staying positive all the time, now it’s
time to say officially saying good bye to my beloved friend, respected faculty and to my
department. I will always cherish all my memories taken from here. . It is very pathetic that
being a technology lover I have to submit my final report and last work through online but
I’m not loving it at all. So, it will always be the saddest part of my under-graduation life that I
could not end my journey as a person at my university rather I’m totally depend on
technology for submitting my whole work and very last work of my graduation life. So now I
feel sometimes technology is not a blessing for all the time at all.
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Appendix 1
Package Name: Iraq Carpet -Summary: No Market for carpets in Sulaymaniyah this winter

Caption :1 My first Package on Iraq carpet
This is AP media port. This is a subscription Port used in Independent Television
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Appendix :2 Russia Toys (Traditional cotton wool toys to decorate New Year Tress)
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Appendix 3: (Australia Wildfires)
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Appendix 4: (Africa Milkshake) Restaurant with mikshake world record is a hit
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Appendix: 5: Italy Gondolier’s Venetian (Venice) Gondola’s glide to a halt, as Pandemic
continues:
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Appendix 6: Virtual Christmas in finish Lapland

Appendix 6: Christmas is Officially open in Finnish Lapland
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Appendix 7: Indian Traditional Artisan Online platform
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Appendix 8: Iraq Olive Harvest

